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What could be more precious
than feeling safe?

This is the one question that perfectly captures the 
philosophy that shapes everything we do at MediGuard™.

To offer you a safer life, through our protective textile 
products brand MediGuard™, we produce a wide range of 

protective equipment from medical masks to overalls, 
hospital gowns and glasses.

Established in 2010, our textile company specialised 
into this specific area over the years. We understand 

the challenges you face every day, and produce 
textiles and protective equipment at international 

standards which make your lives safer.

We use ISO 13485 quality management system 
effectively to add more value to our products 

and production processes.

MediGuard™ - 
we work to keep you safe.
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Use a MediGuard™ mask,
help your body fight 

infectious diseases!

Protect
yourself!

High Medical
Standard:
MediGuardTM

Type IIR



Reliable Protection.
Lasting Comfort.
Superior Quality.

MediGuard™ Type IIR



In the world of Covid-19, 
we wear a mask to protect 
ourselves. Having said that, 
what are the characteristics 
of a disposable mask that 
can effectively protect you?

Type IIR is the highest 
standard for Class 1 
disposable face masks that 
can effectively protect you 
against airborne pathogens.

Manufactured to the EN 14683 
standard, Type IIR masks are 
required to pass 4 laboratory 
tests to prove that they meet 
the requirements of this standard:

- Fluid Splash Resistance Test
- Breathability Test
- Bacteria Filtration Test
- Microbial Cleanliness Test

Masks that have passed all of 
these tests can be used safely.

What makes a truly safe mask?



Type IIR MediGuard™ disposable masks stand apart from similar 
products with their superior 3-layered design.

Compact 3-Layered Design

Watch Our
Technology



Built-in
Adjustable

Nose Bridge
Strip

Thanks to the 
PP-coated malleable 

aluminium nose bridge 
strip used in their design, 

MediGuard™ masks 
provide full protection 

by sitting firmly on your 
facial lines.

Elastic 
Ear Loop
Band
It’s not an easy task to 
wear a mask for prolonged 
durations. Knowing that, 
we use latex-free elastic 
ear loop bands which 
provide continued comfort 
for face and ears during 
extended use.

Filter Layer
Nonwoven

Melt Blown

The high-density antibacterial mid-layer is made of 
melt-blown fabric with over 98% filtration rating which 
acts as a filter by capturing and effectively confining 
smaller-sized particles passing through the outer layer.

Outer Layer
Nonwoven

Spunbond
Having a design that 

is resistant to splashes 
of blood and bodily 

fluids, the outer layer 
captures any 

larger-sized particles 
caused by coughing 

and sneezing.

Inner Layer
Nonwoven
Spunbond
To improve comfort of 
use, the inner layer is 
designed with 
low-density 
skin-friendly fabric for 
easy breathing.

3D
Design

3 layers of
protection

98+%

MediGuard™ provides over 98% active protection against bacteria!



Smart Packaging
MediGuard™ Type IIR face masks are made available in 10pcs bags placed in 50pcs boxes. 
This method of packaging ensures improved hygiene whilst using the product as airborne 
particles could transmit viruses, bacteria or allergens to all the products in the box. This 
approach is also practical since it allows one box to be used by more than one persons.



better protection. more colours.

CODE: M01 CODE: M02 CODE: M03 CODE: M04 CODE: M05

CODE: M06 CODE: M07 CODE: M08 CODE: M09 CODE: M10



Choice of materials being the 
most important driver of 
safety and product 
experience, we are very picky 
when it comes to sourcing our 
raw materials for production.

Not all fabrics can make the MediGuard™ 
production line. Following a rigorous 
procurement process, we use only 
high-quality non-woven fabrics from 
proven suppliers, which are non-flammable, 
anti-allergic, non-irritating and breathable.

This meticulous approach applies to other 
non-fabric materials as well. Attaching a great deal 
of importance to wearability, we follow industry 
best-practices like lightweight, latex-free, 
fibreglass-free, hypo-allergen, etc. for materials used 
in the production of ear loops and nose bridge strips.

Only the Best Materials

TYPE IIR
EN 14683
ISO 13485



Manufactured to ISO 13485 and having 
successfully passed all tests under EN 14683, 
MediGuard™ disposable masks are the proud 
holder of a Type IIR Certificate, and can 
therefore be used both effectively and safely.

MediGuard™
brand promise to you



HYGIENE KITS
Hygiene Team: Mask + Disinfectant



CAN BE
CUSTOMIZED



Type IIR / Disposable Face Mask Personel + Family Hygiene Kit

10 Pcs / BAG

3-Ply With
Elastic Earloop
Disposable
Face Mask
With Antibacterial
Melt Blown 98+%
Inner Filter

20 Pcs / BOX

3-Ply With
Elastic Earloop
Disposable
Face Mask
With Antibacterial
Melt Blown 98+%
Inner Filter

50 Pcs / BOX

3-Ply With
Elastic Earloop
Disposable
Face Mask
With Antibacterial Melt Blown
98+% Inner Filter

Hygiene Kit - S

• 5 Mask,
• 50 ml
Hand Sanitizer,

• 1 Pcs Mask Clip

Hygiene Kit - G

• 10 Mask,
• 1 Pcs 50 ml
Hand Sanitizer,

• 2 Pcs Mask Clip

Hygiene Kit -Family

• 5 Adult,
5 Kid Mask,

• 2 Pcs 50 ml
Hand Sanitizer ,

• 2 Pcs Mask Clip

Pieces in Box: 200
Size: 53x40x36h

Pieces in Box: 96
Size: 53x40x36h

Pieces in Box: 40
Size: 53x40x36h

Pieces in Box: 96
Size: 53x40x36h

Pieces in Box: 96
Size: 53x40x36h

Pieces in Box: 96
Size: 53x40x36h

Private
Labeling
Options



We 
work to
keep you
safe

EU DISTRIBUTOR

Park Lake D-Culliganlaan 2D/8-1831 Diegem Brussels-BELGIUM    •   Phone: +32 02 3512725   •   info@infogroupglobal.com

MediGuard™ is produced in Turkey.


